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Abstract 

Web pages are related to web services and stand as important research 

topic in today's world. The number of critical objects in the web pages 

along with latency reduction is also one of the parameters in case of web 

services. Our work is focused towards identifying these objects that are 

said to be critical and also store them in cache to decrease the time spent 

in rendering. The parameters are studied in the CDN (Content Delivery 

Network) provider side and also only limited objects are stored in cache 

to retrieve faster. The optimization problem said to be one-shot can be 

proved to NP-hard. Our proposed work continues to develop greedy 

algorithm with effective computation time. Simulation results show that 

our system reduces the latency of the system as well as traffic produced 

by the network which in turn increases the hit ratio of the cache. This 

means the miss ratio of the cache is obviously higher in the proposed 

system. 
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1. Introduction 

Services including multimedia contents such as streaming 

videos as well as social networks like facebook and 

twitter can be used in designing web pages. Objects in 

multimedia to be included in web pages are text, image as 

well as video. The amount of web pages is increasing 

nowadays so that it becomes useful to the users. For 

loading the webpage, time for loading is the main 

parameter to be noted that indicates the usage of users. 

Thus the latency produced by web pages need to be 

decreased which plays a major role in the industry of 

networking.  

In case of reducing latencies, many issues arise. The 

first issue to be focused on objects including both static 

and dynamic like images that may be stored on various 

servers and also have compound 

dependencies.Subsequently, to download a particular 

object, the activity depends on other objects too. Another 

issue to be focused on is the contradiction between users 

and the providers of CDN. The former prefers latency of 

short length and the latter concentrates on the object 

delivery optimization. The webpages of modern systems 

have different impact in case oflatencies of webpage.  

 

Our proposed system mainly focus on reducing the 

latency of webpages and thereby network traffic gets 

reduced. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents the literature review, Section 3 discusses the 

proposed system, Section 4 presents the results obtained 

from the proposed work and Section 5 concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. Literature Review 

To study the performance of caching various techniques 

have been developed due to the complexity of web pages. 

The webpages study brought our many findings including 
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the dynamic content [1]. Several objects both in static or 

dynamic state is the main composition of webpages also 

including dependencies in complex level. The literature 

work can be further classified as optimizing the caching 

of CDN and also as web loading on client side. 

Optimizing the caching of CDN: Algorithms used for 

web caching are several in number available in the 

literature [2] [3]. Several schemes are based on either 

LFU or LRU [4] [5]. Placing objects in the caching 

system in hierarchical manner to reduce the latencies 

under conditions like cache bandwidth are also studied 

[6] [7]. Algorithm named Greedy Dual Size identifies the 

significance of web page objects which reduces the 

latency of webpage finally. In the efforts of optimizing 

the cache scheme, resources related to objects and 

networks are studied [8]. 

Web loading on Client side: The loading time of web 

pages from the side of client is being studies by many 

researchers [9]. Mainly the browsers that function as 

proxy offload the work of computation on to the cloud 

thereby lessens the client side bandwidth [10]. Object 

level web content prioritizing remained as the major 

focus of research on client side [11].  

Generally a webpage iscomprising of different 

multimedia objects. It shows different video streaming, 

social networks and E commerce. While loading the 

webpage it is the key metric which indicates experiences 

and business revenues[12][13]. By the given reports it 

shows that the shopzilla increased its revenue by 12% as 

the load time also reduced to 6 to 1.2seconds. Here the 

problem that caused by the reducing webpage latencies is 

the attracted efforts from many industries[14].At present 

the large scale of the adoption of geo distributed 

contents(CDNs). 

By reducing the challenges of webpage latencies 

there are two aspects [15]. The first aspect says that it 

contains of hundreds of static and dynamic objects 

whereas, the javascript(JS), images, cascading style 

sheets (CSS) [16] [17].They exhibit complex 

dependencies. Downloading of these things results in 

preceding, delay of these objects happens something 

relates to the objects. The second aspectsshows the 

contradiction between the users and CDN providers [18] 

[19]. Users have a very less latency, minimizes the 

bandwidth costs [20].Webpage have a similar popularity 

level. Whiledownloading  it renders [21].  

 

3. Proposed Method 

Caching objects over content delivery network is the 

important field in research area of web services. The 

providers sources consists of several services which in 

turn is made up of various objects. Source of contents 

helps in replication of objects to CDN nodes that helps 

the end-users in reducing the latency. When a service is 

requested by the user, these request are directed towards 

CDN nodes that appear to be closer geographically. From 

there, they are directed to several other nodes in case of 

miss in the cache for that particular object. After getting 

back either all the objects or the object parts, 

uninterruptable services is provided to users. Greedy 

algorithm is used in CDN nodes to reduce the latency of 

web pages to provide effective web services. 

 

 

Figure 1: Content Delivery Network Architecture 

 

4. Methodologies  

To demonstrate the effect of cdn cache on webpage 

stacking we lead a genuine estimation. 

In the estimation experiment we creep websites and 

record the page loading occasions as http file. 

HAR is ajson formatted chronicle record position for 

logging of an internet browser cooperation with a web 

page, eg http demands and relating reactions and page on 

load time. Home pages of akami clients are picks as the 
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main sites .akami gives pragma headers to examine 

orinvestigate akami content conveyance. At the point 

when the pragma header is set in a http demand 

header,relating troubleshoot Data will be joined to the 

http reaction header. 

For instance when akami-x-get-demand id is set in he 

pragma header. X-AKAMAI-REQUEST-ID" will return 

in the http reaction header with a spot isolated rundown 

of CDNs 

 

 

5. Results and Discussion 

The topology of Content Delivery Network is simulated 

with many nodes and selection of nodes is done 

separately. To extract all objects including object 

attributes crawled webpages were suggested. In case of 

requests, the nodes arrive at the same time because of the 

factor to balance the load. The comparison graph showing 

the execution time of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is 

shown is the Fig.2. This shows the efficacy of the 

proposed system with Algorithm 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of Execution Time 

 

6. Conclusion 

Users using the web pages mainly focus on reducing the 

latency of web pages thereby the paper gives importance 

to introduction to caching scheme. Based on the reports 

of most providers of CDN, only limited objects will be 

stored in the cache memory and also the experimental 

results show that the critical objects were not cached 

which acts as an optimization problem that is constrained. 

Online algorithm developed in the proposed work reduces 

the rendering time in case of webpage usage which also 

increases the hit ratio of cache thereby decreasing the 

traffic created in the network.  
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